WE TRAIN INDIVIDUALLY YOUR CHILDREN
TO BE STRONG FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Fantazista is the school of football individual technical skills, it is situated in Krasnodar and doesn't have
analogues in Russia, it is unique in own way.
In modern life football has a strong place of the most popular kind of sports on the planet. Millions of people play
football, but only some of them can achieve success. The greatest progress is reached by the players possessing
high individual technical skills.
The Russian system of training young football players is not perfect. Congestion of trainers for youth and children
and insufficient quantity of the school hours allocated by the program of training on technical training, does not
allow trainers to give enough attention this important kind of activity. It isnt't trainer's fault today. So the system of
training football players is constructed at Russian sports schools, and the trainer has not the right to change it.
As a result the graduates of schools for youth and children gradually become standard, mediocre football players,
they can play big football frequently only due to their excellent physical skills.
In our school there are highly skilled, diplomaed specialists in sphere of training football players, they help to
raise the individual technical skills of your children by additional training. Lionel Andrés Messi, Neimar, Radamel
Falcao, Cristiano Ronaldo, Xavi, Andres Iniesta, Franc Ribery, Andrea Pirlo, Nani and many other football stars of
the world prosper due to their high technical skills which they have reached because of their individual training.

ADVANTAGES OF TRAINING:
All-around development of sports qualities engaged;
Training to techniques, as much as possible effective in game activity;
The constant control of correct performance of technical receptions;
Instant correction of mistakes;
Psychologically comfortable conditions for students;
Accent on specific features of each football player;
Education of independent football thinking;
Training to technical receptions on prospect;
Increase in an opportunity of influence of the trainer on engaged;
You can feel results of training after the first lesson.
Specificity of training in Fantazista allows to realize the program on perfection of individual technical skills of your
child for which realization there is no time at football schools allocated on technical training.
In Fantazista children can be trained from 10 years with the consent of one of parents or lawful trustees and the
trainer of a team in which this player consists.
Time of trainings is from 60 till 120 minutes. Programs of studing-training are developed individually in view of
concrete at present technical training engaged.
Except for training of children, school Fantazista services also renders to young professional football players on
fast training to their modern high-speed technics of football and carries out the general special preparation which
allow engaged to raise quickly the skills up to a level of the player of the basic structure.
Lessons are situated on fields of football club «Kuban» with natural and artificial covering. At the disposal of
school there is all necessary stock. On each training there is the sports doctor supervising a state of health of
football players.
For the period of training our school concludes short-term contracts on rendering of services with
students'parents. We pay your attention that Fantazista does not pursue the purpose to take away your child from
football school for youth and children.
Our main task is to increase considerably individual technical skills of your child.

COMPONENTS OF LEARNING:
I. Technics of movement without a ball
1. Technics of run
2. Technics of start
3. Technics of turns
4. Technics of change of movement direction
5. Specific coordination
II. Technics of possession of a ball
1. Technics of dribbling
2. Technics of change of movement direction with a ball (dribbling)
3. Technics of change of movement rhythm with a ball
4. Technics of going roun of the opponent
5. Technics of transfers of a ball by the ground
6. Technics of transfers of a ball by air
7. Technics of processing of a sliding ball
8. Technics of processing of a flying ball
9. Technics of impacts by a head
10. Individual tactics on role
11. Development and perfection of game thinking

